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ON THE p-SUPPORTS OF A HOLONOMIC D-MODULE
THOMAS BITOUN
Abstract. For a smooth variety Y over a perfect field of positive characteristic, the sheaf
DY of crystalline differential operators on Y (also called the sheaf of PD-differential oper-
ators) is known to be an Azumaya algebra over T ˚
Y 1
, the cotangent space of the Frobenius
twist Y 1 of Y. Thus to a sheaf of modules M over DY one can assign a closed subvariety
of T ˚
Y 1
, called the p-support, namely the support of M seen as a sheaf on T ˚
Y 1
. We study
here the family of p-supports assigned to the reductions modulo primes p of a holonomic
D-module. We prove that the Azumaya algebra of differential operators splits on the regular
locus of the p-support and that the p-support is a Lagrangian subvariety of the cotangent
space, for p large enough. The latter was conjectured by Kontsevich. Our approach also
provides a new proof of the involutivity of the singular support of a holonomic D-module,
by reduction modulo p.
1. Introduction
Let Y be a smooth variety over a perfect field. We may consider two sheaves of differential
operators on Y : on the one hand the sheaf D
p8q
Y constructed by Grothendieck in EGA IV
and on the other the sheaf DY of crystalline differential operators, also called the sheaf of
PD-differential operators, see e.g. [6] and [4]. These sheaves coincide if the base field is of
characteristic zero but they are very different if it is of positive characteristic. For example,
D
p8q
Y is typically a centerless sheaf of non-Noetherian rings. But DY has a large center
canonically identified with the symmetric algebra of the tangent sheaf of the Frobenius twist
Y 1 of Y. And it is an Azumaya algebra over it, by [6].
Thus to a coherent sheaf of modules M over DY one can assign a closed subvariety of the
cotangent space T ˚Y 1 called the p-support, see Definition 2.1.4. Namely it is the support ofM
seen as a sheaf on T ˚Y 1. One might hope that the p-support is analogous to the classical notion
of singular support of a say complex D-module. The results of this paper confirm this hope.
Note however that without further restrictions on M, the p-support is arbitrary. Indeed
every closed subvariety Z of T ˚Y 1 is the p-support of the quotient of DY by the corresponding
ideal IZ of its center.
We consider here the reductions of a holonomic D-module modulo large primes. That is
to say, let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over SpecZ, for example the
spectrum of the ring of integers of a number field, let X be a smooth S-scheme of relative
dimension n. Then for µ the generic point of S and for any closed point s of S, the generic
fiber Xµ is a smooth variety over a field of characteristic zero while the fiber Xs is a smooth
variety over a field of positive characteristic. Let DX{S be the sheaf of relative crystalline
differential operators and let M be a coherent left DX{S-module. Suppose that the generic
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fiber Mµ of M is a nonzero holonomic DXµ-module. For every closed point s of S, we let Ms
be the fiber of M over s. Our main results are:
(a) (Theorem 3.1.1) There is an open dense subset U Ă S such that for all closed points s
of U, the p-suppport of Ms is equidimensional of dimension n.
(b) (Theorem 4.3.3) Suppose that X “ AnS with coordinates tx1, . . . , xnu. For all closed
points s of S of characteristic p, consider the embedding of the twisted cotangent space
T ˚X1s in P
2n
kpsq associated to the Rees ring of the filtration of kpsqrx
p
1, . . . , x
p
n, B
p
1, . . . , B
p
ns
by the degree of kpsq-polynomials in the variables txp1, . . . , x
p
n, B
p
1, . . . , B
p
nu, each of which
is of degree 1 (see Definition 4.2.1 and Proposition 4.3.1). Then there is a dense open
subset U Ă S such that, for all closed points s of S and for every generic point z of an
irreducible component of the p-support of Ms of closure tzu in P
2n
kpsq, one has
degptzuq ď epMµq, rkzpMsq ď epMµqp
n,
where epMµq is the multiplicity of Mµ for the Bernstein filtration of the Weyl algebra
Anpkpµqq (see Definition 4.1.4), rkzpMsq :“ dimkpzqppF˚Msqz b kpzqq and degptzuq is the
degree of the reduced closure of the image of z in P2nkpsq.
(c) (Theorem 5.1.4) There is an open dense subset U Ă S such that for all closed points s of
U, the Azumaya algebra F˚DXs splits on the regular locus of the p-support of Ms, where
Xs
F
ÝÑ X 1s is the Frobenius.
(d) (Theorem 2.2.1) There is an open dense subset U Ă S such that for all closed points s
of U, the p-support of Ms is a Lagrangian subvariety of T
˚
X1s
.
Finally as a corollary of (d), which may be seen as the main result of the paper, we give
a new proof that the singular support of a holonomic D-module is a Lagrangian subvariety
of the cotangent space, by reduction modulo p, see Corollary 6.3.1.
The statements (a) and (d) are the first essential steps in a comprehensive program of
study of the geometry of the p-supports of a holonomic D-module as p varies, outlined by
Kontsevich in [30].
The geometry of the p-supports of a given module is very rich indeed. They need neither
be conical nor come by reduction modulo p from an invariant defined over SpecZ, and are
closely related to the p-curvatures of the D-module. Let us illustrate this with a couple
examples:
(1) Let S “ SpecZ, X “ AnS and let M be the finitely generated left DX{S-module
corresponding to the integrable connection ∇ “ d ` dg on OX , where g is a global
section of OX . From the identity pBi ` Bg{Bxiq
p “ pBiq
p ` pBg{Bxiq
p in AnpZ{pZq [28,
5.2.4] follows that the p-support of Z{pZbZM Ă T
˚
pAn
Z{pZ
q1 “ T
˚
An
Z{pZ
is the graph of dg
modulo p. Thus the p-supports are not necessarily conical.
(2) Let Zrλs be the subring of C generated by λ P C and S “ SpecZrλs. Let X “
SpecZrλsrx, x´1s “ A1S ´ t0u Ă A
1
S “ SpecZrλsrxs. Consider the finitely generated
left DX{S-module M corresponding to the integrable S-connection ∇ “ d ` λ dx{x
on OX . The identity pxBq
p “ xpBp ` xB in A1pZ{pZq [23, Lemma 1] implies that for
each closed point s of S of positive characteristic p, the p-support of Ms, p-supp(Ms)
Ă T ˚X1s Ă T
˚
A1
1
kpsq
“ T ˚
A1
kpsq
is given by the equation xy “ λp ´ λ (mod p), where y is
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the global section of OT˚
A
1
kpsq
corresponding to dx. Thus if λ is not rational, then the
p-supports depend nontrivially on p.
1.1. Survey of the proofs. Let us now comment on the proofs of (a)-(d) above. This will
also serve as a description of the contents of the paper.
Since pure coherent sheaves have equidimensional supports, we prove (a) by showing that
F˚Ms is a pure coherent sheaf of dimension n on T
˚
X1s
, for all closed points s of a dense open
subset S1 of S. For which we use the following criterion, see Theorem 3.2.3: @l ‰ n and
@s P S1,
ExtlO
T˚
X1s
pExtlO
T˚
X1s
pF˚Ms,OT˚
X1s
q,OT˚
X1s
q “ 0.
The vanishing of ExtlDXs pExt
l
DXs
pMs, DXsq, DXsq, @l ‰ n follows from the well-known duality
property of holonomic DXµ-modules by specialization of Mµ (Proposition 3.3.4). One then
checks the criterion using that F˚DXs is an Azumaya algebra on T
˚
X1s
(Proposition 3.3.5). This
concludes the proof of (a). Note that we also prove along the way that if Y is a smooth variety
over a perfect field of positive characteristic, then the dimensions of a coherent DY -module
as a DY -module and as a coherent module over the center of DY are equal (Proposition
3.3.5).
We show in 2.4 that the proof of the main theorem (d) reduces to X{S “ AnS{S. In this
case we prove that for all closed points s of a dense open subset S2 of S1, each irreducible
component of the p-support p-supppMsq ofMs contains a dense smooth open subset U which
is a certain specialization of the complement Y of a divisor with normal crossings D in a
smooth projective variety over a field of characteristic zero. More precisely there are an
irreducible scheme H of generic point γ of characteristic zero, a smooth H-scheme Υ and
a closed point h P H such that Υh “ U and Υγ “ Y. Moreover we show that there is a
differential 1-form ν on Y such that dν has logarithmic poles along D and the restriction
of the symplectic form to U is the specialization at h of dν. But by Hodge theory ([13,
Corollaire 3.2.14]) such a dν has to vanish. Finally by our choice of Υ this implies that the
symplectic form vanishes on U. Thus the symplectic form vanishes on a dense open subset
of the p-support and since the p-support is equidimensional of dimension n by (a), it is a
Lagrangian subvariety of T ˚pAn
kpsq
q1 .
Let us now give more details of how this is achieved. The starting point of the proof are the
estimates of (b). We verify them as follows. Let Γ be a good filtration of M, see Definition
3.3.1. Then for all closed points s of a dense open subset S3 of S2, Γ specializes to a good
filtration Γs of Ms such that its Hilbert polynomial is equal to that of the good filtration
Γµ of the (characteristic zero) DXµ-module Mµ (Lemma 4.1.5). In particular, the degree of
this Hilbert polynomial is the dimension m of the singular support of Mµ and its leading
coefficient is m!epMµq. We then show that to a good filtration Γs of Ms is associated a good
filtration pΓs of Ms as a module over the center of Anpkpsqq with the Bernstein filtration
(Lemma 4.2.6). The Hilbert polynomial of pΓs is of degree m and its leading coefficient
is m!epMµqp
m (Proposition 4.2.7). Thus the coherent sheaf on P2nkpsq corresponding to the
Rees module of pΓs is of dimension m and degree epMµqp
m. It then follows from intersection
theory that ΣzrkzpMsq degptzuq ď epMµqp
m, where the sum is over the generic points of the
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(top-dimensional) irreducible components of the p-support of Ms (Proposition 4.3.2). This
gives the estimate of the ranks since m “ n by assumption thatMµ is holonomic. But F˚Ms
is a module over an Azumaya algebra of rank p2n, thus by Morita theory the ranks rkzpMsq
are divisible by pn. This gives the estimate of the degrees and concludes the proof of (b).
Note that it also proves an estimate of the number of irreducible components of p-supppMsq,
namely ď epMµq. Let us remark that if we relaxed the holonomicity assumption on Mµ we
would obtain an estimate ď epMµqp
m´n of the degrees of the top-dimensional irreducible
components and it is only in the holonomic case m “ n that we get a bound independent of
the prime p. This is crucial in what follows.
We consider an open embedding T ˚An
S3
ãÑ P2nS3 which specializes at every closed point s of
S3 to the open embedding of T
˚
pAn
kpsq
q1 “ T
˚
An
kpsq
in P2nkpsq from (b). Let H be the Hilbert scheme
of closed subschemes of P2nS3 of dimension n and degree ď epMµq. Provided the estimate of
the degrees of the irreducible components of the p-support of (b), all of dimension n by (a),
we see that for all closed points s P S3, the closure in P
2n
kpsq of each irreducible component of
p-supppMsq corresponds to a closed point of H. This allows us to use H to show that there
is an integer N1 ą 0 such that for S4 “ S3r
1
N1
s the following is satisfied. For each irreducible
component Z of p-supppMsq for s a closed point of S4, there is an open embedding U
j
ãÝÑ U
where U Ă Z is a dense smooth open subset and U is a smooth projective variety over kpsq
such that the complement of j is a divisor with normal crossings D. Indeed let ZH Ă P
2n
H
be the universal closed subscheme. By the resolution of singularities in characteristic zero,
neglecting finitely many positive characteristics tp1, . . . , pru with p1 . . . pr “ N1, we have a
finite partition of the open subset of the Hilbert scheme Hr 1
N1
s into irreducible subschemes
generically of characteristic zero pHiq and above each Hi an open embedding Y ãÑ Y with
complement ∆ a divisor with normal crossings relative to Hi, where Y is the smooth locus
of the intersection ZH|HiXT
˚
An
Hi
Ă P2nHi and Y is a smooth projective Hi-scheme (Proposition
6.1.4). Let z be the closed point of the Hilbert scheme H corresponding to the closure in
P2nkpsq of the irreducible component Z of p-supppMsq and suppose that z P Hi. Then we set
pH, h, γ,Υ, Y, U
j
ãÝÑ U,D, νq “ pHi, z, µi,Y ,Yµi,Yz ãÑ Yz,∆µi , θH|Yµi q where µi is the generic
point of Hi and θH is the canonical 1-form on T
˚
An
H
.
We have that the restriction ω|U to U of the symplectic form ω on T
˚
pAn
kpsq
q1 is equal to
the restriction of the exterior derivative dθH to the fiber Yz. Moreover the partition of H
into pHiq is such that if pdθH|Yqµi “ 0, then dθH|Y “ 0 and if there is a closed point z of
Hi such that pdθH|Yqz has logarithmic poles along ∆z, then pdθH|Yqµi has logarithmic poles
along ∆µi (Proposition 6.1.4). Thus to prove the main theorem (d) it is enough to show
that there exists a dense open subset S5 Ă S4 such that for all closed points s P S5 and for
each irreducible component Z of p-supppMsq, the restriction of the symplectic form ω|U has
logarithmic poles along D, where U and D are constructed above. To do so we first show
that θH|U is locally in the image of the p-curvature operator W
˚ ´ CU , see Definition 5.2.2.
And then that if a 1-form η is locally in the image of the p-curvature operator (and has poles
along D of order at most p ´ 1, which θH|U has for all large enough characteristic p), then
it has logarithmic poles along D (Proposition 6.2.2).
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The proof that θH|U is locally in the image of the p-curvature operator goes as follows.
There is a morphism Ω1U
φUÝÑ BrpUq with values in the Brauer group (arising from the p-
curvature exact sequence, see Definition 5.2.4) such that φUpθH|Uq is the class of the Azumaya
algebra F˚DAn
kpsq
|U (Proposition 5.2.9) and the kernel of φU is the space of 1-forms locally
in the image of the p-curvature operator (Proposition 5.2.7). We thus are left to show
that F˚DAn
kpsq
splits on the regular locus of each irreducible component of p-supppMsq. This
amounts to the splitting of the central simple algebra Az :“ pF˚DAn
kpsq
qz b kpzq for each
irreducible component Z of p-supppMsq of generic point z. Note that this is equivalent to (c)
in the case X{S “ AnS{S. (From which the general case follows, see the proof of Theorem
5.1.4.) But by the estimate of the ranks in (b) we have that this central simple algebra
has a representation of dimension ď epMµqp
n and thus that erAzs “ 0 for some e ď epMµq
(Lemma 5.1.1). Moreover Az is of rank p
2n, thus pnrAzs “ 0. Hence for p large enough, since
e and pn are coprime, we have rAzs “ 0. We thus see that there exists an integer N2 ą 0
such that S5 “ S4r
1
N2
s has the required properties. This concludes the proofs of (c) and (d).
Let us mention that provided (a)-(c), one may also prove (d) by adapting the arguments
of [15], as explained in [34]. Our original approach presented here has, among other things,
the advantage of being independent of [15], providing in particular a new, more geometric
insight into the classical involutivity theorem.
Note finally that for the reader’s convenience we have included an appendix on the (alge-
braic) symplectic geometry of the cotangent space.
1.2. Acknowledgments. This paper is a streamlined version of my 2010 Orsay PhD thesis,
made under the direction of Maxim Kontsevich. This work owes him a lot. In fact, the
systematic use of the Azumaya property excepted, all the main characters involved here
were present in [30]. He also suggested that “the restriction of the canonical form to the
p-support should have logarithmic poles”. It is my pleasure to thank him here. I have also
had wonderful conversations on questions related to this work with Joseph Bernstein, for
which I am very grateful. The influence of Ofer Gabber on the general topics discussed here
is obvious. He also provided me with very useful references. Many thanks go to him.
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and Olivier Schiffmann has been quite useful at various stages of the completion of this
project. A special thanks goes to them. Finally I am grateful to the referees for their many
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1.3. Conventions. Schemes are assumed to be Noetherian, positive characteristics to be
nonzero and morphisms of algebras to preserve the identity element. For X{S a scheme,
s P S and Spec kpsq
i
ÝÑ S the corresponding point, we let Xs{ Spec kpsq be the fiber of X{S
at s, that is the base-change of X{S by i. IfM is a coherent left DX{S-module, we denote by
Ms the left DXs{Spec kpsq-module kpsq bOS M, the restriction of M to the fiber Xs{ Spec kpsq.
When there is no risk of confusion, we denote the fiber by Xs (instead of Xs{ Spec kpsq)
and DXs{Spec kpsq by DXs . As a general rule, if there is no risk of confusion we omit the base
scheme S from the notation if S is the spectrum of a field. Local coordinates of a smooth
scheme X{S mean local e´tale relative coordinates in the neighborhood of a closed point of
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X. If Y is a scheme over a field k of positive characteristic, we denote Y 1 its base-change by
the Frobenius endomorphism of k. A reduced scheme over a field is called a variety. As a
rule we define notions and state results for left modules, we often omit to mention that they
easily adapt to right modules.
2. Statement of the main result and general reductions in its proof
2.1. Preliminary definitions and notations. Let S be a scheme, X be a smooth S-
scheme of relative dimension n and let TX{S be the tangent sheaf.
Definition 2.1.1. The sheaf of crystalline differential operators DX{S on X{S is the en-
veloping algebra UOX pTX{Sq of the Lie algebroid pTX{S, r´,´sq, where r´,´s is the Lie bracket
on TX{S.
Thus DX{S is generated by the structure sheaf OX and the tangent sheaf TX{S, subject
to relations f.B “ fB, B.f ´ f.B “ Bpfq and B.B1 ´ B1.B “ rB, B1s, for all f (resp. B, B1) local
sections of OX (resp. TX{S). Note that the formation of DX{S commutes with base-change
S 1 Ñ S. Moreover if S is the spectrum of a field of characteristic 0, then DX{S is the usual
sheaf of algebraic differential operators on X. When S is the spectrum of a field, we often
omit the base S from the notations.
We now briefly discuss the coherence of DX{S. Left multiplication by OX makes DX{S into
an OX-module and one sees in local coordinates that DX{S is quasi-coherent. Further using
local coordinates, one easily checks the following:
Proposition 2.1.2. The sheaf of rings DX{S has a natural filtration DX{S “
Ť
mě0DX{S,ďm,
defined by DX{S,ď0 :“ OX and DX{S,ďm`1 :“ TX{S.DX{S,ďm ` DX{S,ďm, whose associated
graded sheaf of rings grDX{S is canonically isomorphic to OT˚
X{S
, the structure sheaf of the
cotangent space of X{S.
Therefore by [2, Corollaires 2.2.5 and 3.1.2], DX{S is a sheaf of coherent Noetherian rings.
By [2, Proposition 3.1.3], coherent DX{S-modules have the following properties:
Proposition 2.1.3. (1) A left DX{S-module is coherent if and only if it is quasi-coherent
as an OX-module and its module of sections over any open of an affine covering is a
finitely generated left module over the ring of sections of DX{S.
(2) Assume that X is affine. Then the functor of global sections is an equivalence from
the category of coherent left DX{S-modules to the category of finitely generated left
modules over the global sections of DX{S.
Let Y be a smooth variety of pure dimension n over a perfect field k of positive character-
istic p. We denote the relative Frobenius morphism by Y
F
ÝÑ Y 1. Let DY :“ DY {Specpkq and
TY :“ TY {Specpkq. Recall that by [6, Lemma 1.3.2], the OY 1-linear map TY 1
c1
ÝÑ F˚DY sending
B to Bp ´ Brps, where B is a local section of TY 1 and B
rps is its p-th power in TY 1, lands in the
center and induces an isomorphism
OT˚
Y 1
c
ÝÑ F˚ZpDY q,
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with ZpDY q the center of DY .We will thus consider F˚DY as an OT˚
Y 1
-algebra. Furthermore,
by [6, Theorem 2.2.3], F˚DY is an Azumaya algebra over T
˚
Y 1 . In particular, it is a coherent
sheaf on T ˚Y 1. Hence ifM be a coherent leftDY -module, then F˚M is a coherent OT˚
Y 1
-module.
We now introduce our main object of study:
Definition 2.1.4. LetM be a coherent left DY -module. The p-support ofM is the support of
the coherent OT˚
Y 1
-module M deduced from the direct image F˚M, using the isomorphism c.
It is a closed subset p-supp(M) of T ˚Y 1, which we endow with its reduced subscheme structure.
Remark 2.1.5. Note that the p-support commutes with e´tale localization on Y.
Remark 2.1.6. The schematic support of M is a not necessarily reduced subscheme of T ˚Y 1,
refining the p-support of M. We do not explore this notion further here.
2.2. The statement. If X is an S-scheme, M a left DX{S-module and s a point of S, we
denote by Xs the fiber of X at s and by Ms the left DXs-module deduced from M by base-
change. We refer to the appendix for the definitions of symplectic form ω on the cotangent
space (Definition A.0.4) and Lagrangian subvariety (Definition A.0.5). Our main result is
the following:
Theorem 2.2.1. Let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over Z, of generic
point µ. Let X be a smooth S-scheme of relative dimension n and let M be a coherent
left DX{S-module. Suppose that Mµ is a nonzero holonomic left DXµ-module, then there is
a dense open subset U of S such that the p-support of Mu is a Lagrangian subvariety of
pT ˚X1u , ωX1uq, for all closed points u of U.
The proof occupies most of the paper and is concluded in Subsection 6.3.
2.3. First reductions. Here we carry out some standard reductions. It is also convenient
to consider the case of the fiber of M at the generic point µ of S being zero. We put these
into two remarks:
Remark 2.3.1. The conclusion of Theorem 2.2.1 depends on S only up to restricting to a
dense open subset, and so do its hypotheses. Moreover, the assertion is Zariski-local (even
e´tale-local) on X. Indeed Lagrangianity is local and so is the p-support, as in Remark 2.1.5.
And the hypotheses are stable by restriction to open coverings. Hence to prove the main
theorem we may further assume that S is affine, regular and that X is regular, affine and
integral.
Remark 2.3.2. If the fiber of M at the generic point µ of S is zero, then there is a dense
open subset U of S such that M |U “ 0.
Proof. Indeed one may assume that X and S are affine and thus consider a left module over
the ring of global sections of DX{S. By the hypotheses, this module has a finite generating
family tm1, ..., mlu and each mi is annihilated by a nonzero global section ri of OS. Since OS
acts through the center of DX{S, the open subset of S determined by the product of these
global sections fulfills the statement. 
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2.4. Reduction to An. Here we show that the proof of the main theorem reduces to X{S “
AnS. To do so we use the direct image ofDX{S-modules and the general result on the dimension
of p-supports (Theorem 3.1.1), proved independently below.
Proposition 2.4.1. To prove Theorem 2.2.1, it is sufficient to suppose that X{S “ AnS.
Proof. By Remark 2.3.1, one may suppose that X{S is smooth of relative dimension n and
that X and S are affine. Hence there is a closed immersion X
f
ãÑ AmS over S, for some m ě 0.
Let M be a left DX{S-module as in the statement of Theorem 2.2.1 and let f`M be its
direct image, see [3, 2.4.1] for the definition. It is easy to see that one has the classical
description of the transfer bimodule, as in [9, (4) p.259]. Hence the latter is flat over DX{S.
In particular, the direct image f`M is supported in degree 0 and H
0f`M is a coherent left
DAm
S
{S-module. Furthermore, it follows directly from the definition that the formation of the
transfer bimodule commutes with base-change S 1 Ñ S. Hence H0f` commutes with base-
change S 1 Ñ S. Thus the generic fiber pH0f`Mqµ “ H
0fµ`Mµ is nonzero and is holonomic
by preservation of holonomicity under direct images, where µ is the generic point of S and
Xµ
fµ
ãÑ Amkpµq is the induced closed immersion. Finally, for all closed points s P S, it is also an
immediate consequence of the description of the transfer bimodule as in [9, (4) p.259] that
p-supppH0fs`Msq “ pf
1
sqpi ˝ pf
1
sq
´1
d pp-supppMsqq,
where f 1s is the base-change of fs by the Frobenius and we have used the notation of the
appendix for the maps in the cotangent diagram of f 1s.
Thus by Lemma A.0.6, to prove that the symplectic form vanishes on the regular locus of
p-supppMsq it is enough to prove the corresponding symplectic form vanishes on the regular
locus of p-supppH0fs`Msq. This concludes the proof of the proposition since the part of the
theorem concerning dimensions is Theorem 3.1.1, proved independently below. 
3. Dimension of the p-supports
As outlined in the introduction, the main theorem splits into an assertion about the
dimension of the p-support and one about the vanishing of the symplectic form on the
regular locus of the p-support. We start by considering the former.
3.1. Statement.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over Z, of generic
point µ. Let X be a smooth S-scheme of relative dimension n and let M be a coherent left
DX{S-module. Suppose that Mµ is a nonzero holonomic left DXµ-module, then there is a
dense open subset U of S such that the p-support of the fiber of M at each closed point u of
U is equidimensional of dimension n “ dimX.
The proof is contained in the subsection 3.3. In view of Remark 2.3.1, we may and shall
assume that S and X are regular, integral and affine.
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3.2. Pure coherent sheaves. Recall that the (co)dimension of a coherent sheaf is the
(co)dimension of its support and let us call a coherent sheaf equidimensional if its support is
equidimensional. There is a strengthening of equidimensionality which has a very convenient
interpretation in terms of duality theory. Namely, let Y be an affine scheme.
Definition 3.2.1. A coherent sheaf on Y is pure if all its nonzero coherent subsheaves are
of the same dimension.
It is easily seen to imply equidimensionality:
Proposition 3.2.2. A coherent sheaf F on Y is pure if and only if all its associated points
y P AsspFq are of the same dimension. In particular, a pure coherent sheaf on Y is equidi-
mensional.
Proof. By [19, Proposition 3.1.2] a prime ideal p corresponding to an associated point of F
is associated to the module of global sections of F . Thus p is the annihilator of a global
section of F . The only if part immediately follows.
Suppose that the dimension of every associated point of F is d and let F 1 Ă F be a
nonzero coherent subsheaf. Then the dimension of F 1 is d. Indeed the associated points of
F 1 contain the generic points of its support, by [19, Corollaire 3.1.4], and are associated to
F by [19, Proposition 3.1.7 (i)]. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Here is the interpretation in terms of duality theory.
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose that Y is regular and equidimensional. A coherent sheaf F on Y
is pure if and only if there is a nonnegative integer c such that
ExtlOY pExt
l
OY
pF ,OY q,OY q “ 0
for all l ‰ c. If F is nonzero, then c is its codimension.
Proof. This is well-known. We refer to the literature. Our definition of purity is equivalent
to [8, A:IV 2.5.] by [9, V, 2.2.3]. The theorem is then [8, A:IV 2.6], since a regular local ring
is Auslander regular by [8, A:IV 3.4]. 
3.3. Equidimensionality of the p-supports. Here we prove Theorem 3.1.1. In particular,
we use Remark 2.3.1 and suppose that X{S is smooth of relative dimension n with S and X
regular, affine and integral. We start by recalling the notion of good filtration on a coherent
DX{S-module. Recall the filtration on DX{S from Proposition 2.1.2.
Definition 3.3.1. A good filtration on a coherent left DX{S-module is a filtration by coherent
OX-submodules, compatible with the filtration on DX{S, which is bounded below and such that
the associated graded module over grDX{S – OT˚
X{S
is coherent.
Note that coherent left DX{S-modules admit good filtrations by [3, 5.2.3 (iv)].
We next give a lemma guaranteeing the freeness on S of a module whose associated graded
is free. The proof of the last part of the lemma was kindly provided by Michel Van den Bergh.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let M be a left module over a ring R and let tMiuiPZ be an exhaustive
increasing filtration of M by left R-submodules. Suppose that there is i0 P Z such that
Mi0 “ 0 and, @i ą i0, the left R-module Mi{Mi´1 is flat, then M is flat. Suppose further
that @i,Mi{Mi´1 is free, then M is free.
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Proof. By hypothesis, Mi0`1 – Mi0`1{pMi0 “ 0q is flat. Moreover, @i ě i0 ` 1,Mi{Mi´1 is
flat. So, since extensions of flat modules are flat ([11, §2 no5 Proposition 5]), @i ě i0` 1,Mi
is flat. Thus M is a union of flat submodules. Hence it is flat by [11, §2 no3 Proposition
2(ii)]. This proves the first assertion.
Suppose that the Mi{Mi´1 are free. Then the union, over all i ě i0 ` 1, of an arbitrary
lift to Mi of a basis of Mi{Mi´1 is a basis of M. Thus M is free. This finishes the proof of
the lemma. 
The following lemma is standard for O-modules. Considering the associated graded allows
us to deduce a version for DX{S-modules.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let M be a coherent left DX{S-module. Then there is a dense open subset
U of S such that @l ě 0 and @s P U , the canonical map
pExtlDX{SpM,DX{Sqqs Ñ Ext
l
DXs
pMs, DXsq
is an isomorphism, where the subscript s denotes the restriction to the fiber.
Proof. First of all, there are only finitely many degrees l to consider. Namely, by [8, A:IV
4.5], both target and domain of the above morphism are zero for l ą dimT ˚X{S ě dimT
˚
Xs
.
Indeed, T ˚X{S and T
˚
Xs
are the respective spectra of the rings grDX{S and grDXs, which are
both regular. Thus guaranteeing the vanishing of Extl for l ą dimT ˚X{S. Hence it suffices to
prove that, @l, there is an open U as in the statement.
We thus want to prove a DX{S-module version of [19, Corollaire 9.4.3]. But the proof of the
latter adapts to DX{S-modules by considering the associated graded to good filtrations. In-
deed, coherent left DX{S-modules form an abelian category and the proof of [19, Proposition
9.4.2] carries through, using [26, Proposition A.17] and Lemma 3.3.2 to conclude. 
We now obtain that the following well-known consequence of holonomicity spreads from
the generic fiber to a neighborhood.
Proposition 3.3.4. Let M be a coherent left DX{S-module. Suppose that Mµ is a holonomic
left DXµ-module, for µ the generic point of S. Then there is a dense open subset U of S such
that for all l ‰ n and all s P U ,
ExtlDXs pMs, DXsq “ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3 and [9, VI 1.12], @l ‰ n, the fiber of ExtlDX{SpM,DX{Sq at the generic
point of S vanishes. Hence by Remark 2.3.2 and Lemma 3.3.3, @l ‰ n, there is a dense open
subset Ul of S such that for all s P Ul, Ext
l
DXs
pMs, DXsq “ 0. Since by the proof of 3.3.3 there
are only finitely many such degrees l to consider, U :“
Ş
l Ul fulfills the proposition. 
Then we use the Azumaya property of the ring of differential operators in positive charac-
teristic ([6, Theorem 2.2.3]) to transfer purity from a DX{S-module to its associated coherent
sheaf on the twisted cotangent space.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let Y be a smooth equidimensional scheme over a field k of positive
characteristic p, let Y
F
ÝÑ Y 1 be the relative Frobenius and letM be a coherent left DY -module.
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Then, @l ě 0,
ExtlDY pM,DY q “ 0 if and only if Ext
l
O
T˚
Y 1
pM,OT˚
Y 1
q “ 0,
where M :“ F˚M is endowed with an action of OT˚
Y 1
as in Definition 2.1.4.
Proof. Since F is affine, ExtlDY pM,DY q “ 0 if and only if
0 “ F˚Ext
l
DY
pM,DY q – Ext
l
F˚DY
pF˚M,F˚DY q.
Set DY :“ F˚DY , we thus have Ext
l
F˚DY
pF˚M,F˚DY q “ Ext
l
DY
pM,DY q. Let us show that
ExtlDY pM,DY q “ 0 if and only if Ext
l
O
T˚
Y 1
pM,OT˚
Y 1
q “ 0.
Indeed, both ExtlDY pM,DY q and Ext
l
O
T˚
Y 1
pM,OT˚
Y 1
q, are quasi-coherent sheaves on T ˚Y 1.
Hence their respective vanishings may be checked on a flat covering U
pi
ÝÑ T ˚Y 1 of T
˚
Y 1. Since
DY is an Azumaya algebra over OT˚
Y 1
by [6, Theorem 2.2.3], this covering may be chosen to
split DY . That is pDY qU :“ pi
˚DY »MrpOUq, the sheaf of rˆ r matrices with coefficients in
OU .
As is well-known in Morita theory, tensoring with the pMrpOUq,OUq-bimodule O
r
U induces
an equivalence between the category of coherent OU -modules and the category of coherent left
MrpOUq-modules. Note that the coherent sheaf pO
r
Uq
_ is sent to OrUbOU pO
r
Uq
_ –MrpOUq by
this equivalence. Let F be a coherent sheaf such thatMU :“ pi
˚M » OrU bOU F as coherent
left pDY qU »MrpOUq-modules. Then, by localization and the above Morita equivalence,
pi˚ExtlDY pM,DY q » Ext
l
pDY qU
pMU , pDY qUq
» ExtlMrpOU qpO
r
U bOU F ,O
r
U bOU pO
r
Uq
_q »OU -mod Ext
l
OU
pF , pOrUq
_q vanishes
if and only if, by commutation with finite direct sums, ExtlOU pF ,OUq vanishes, if and only if
ExtlOU pO
r
U bOU F ,OUq » Ext
l
OU
pMU ,OUq » pi
˚ExtlO
T˚
Y 1
pM,OT˚
Y 1
q vanishes,
using again commutation with finite direct sums and localization. This concludes the proof
of the proposition. 
We can now prove the theorem.
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1.1) Note that if the fiber ofM at the generic point of S is nonzero then
M is nonzero. Therefore, by generic freeness ([14, Theorem 14.4]) applied to the associated
graded to a good filtration on M and Lemma 3.3.2, there is a dense open subset W of S
on which M is faithfully flat. Hence @s P W,Ms ‰ 0 and thus F˚Ms ‰ 0. Since M is
holonomic on the generic fiber of S, there is a dense open subset U of W such that @l ‰ n
and @s P U, ExtlDXs pMs, DXsq “ 0, by Proposition 3.3.4. Which, by Proposition 3.3.5, is
equivalent to, @l ‰ n and @s P U, ExtlO
T˚
X1s
pF˚Ms,OT˚
X1s
q “ 0. In particular, @l ‰ n and
@s P U,
ExtlO
T˚
X1s
pExtlO
T˚
X1s
pF˚Ms,OT˚
X1s
q,OT˚
X1s
q “ 0.
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This implies by Theorem 3.2.3 that @s P U, F˚Ms is a pure nonzero coherent OT˚
X1s
-module of
dimension n. Hence it is equidimensional of dimension n by Proposition 3.2.2. This proves
the theorem. 
Remark 3.3.6. The purity of the coherent OT˚
X1s
-module F˚Ms guarantees furthermore that
it has no embedded associated points.
4. Degrees and ranks estimates
We now consider DAn
S
{S-modules. In addition to the filtration by the order of differential
operators (Proposition 2.1.2), DAn
S
{S is endowed with the Bernstein filtration. The latter
has the property that each summand of its associated graded ring is a finitely generated
module over OpSq. For a DAn
S
{S-module M whose generic fiber is holonomic, we use the
Bernstein filtration to estimate the degree (for a suitable projective embedding) of the p-
support p-supppMsq as well as the rank of F˚Ms at the generic point of an irreducible
component of its support p-supppMsq, for s a closed point in a dense open subset of S, see
Theorem 4.3.3.
4.1. Bernstein filtration. Let S be an affine scheme and let R be its ring of global sections.
If we fix coordinates tx1, . . . , xnu on A
n
S, then the ring of global sections ofDAnS{S is isomorphic
to the n-th Weyl algebra AnpRq over R,
AnpRq :“ Rrx1, ..., xnsxB1, ..., Bny{xrBi, Bjs, rBi, xjs ´ δi,j; @1 ď i, j ď ny.
Definition 4.1.1. The Bernstein filtration B of AnpRq is the filtration by the total order in x
and B. Namely @l P Z, BlAnpRq :“
À
|α|`|β|ďlRx
αBβ, where α, β P Zně0 are multi-indices and
we have used the standard notation xα :“ xα11 . . . x
αn
n , B
β :“ Bβ11 . . . B
βn
n and for a multi-index
α P Zně0, |α| :“ α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αn.
Remark 4.1.2. Note that the associated graded ring grBAnpRq is the R-algebra of poly-
nomials in the variables tx1, ..., xn, y1, ..., ynu, graded by the order of polynomials. Where,
@1 ď i ď n, xi (resp. yi) is the class of xi (resp. Bi) P B1AnpRq{B0AnpRq. In particular,
@l P Z,BlAnpRq{Bl´1AnpRq is a finitely generated free R-module.
We will use the notion of good filtration on a AnpRq-module.
Definition 4.1.3. A filtration Γ of a left AnpRq-module M is an increasing exhaustive
filtration of M, indexed by Z and compatible with B. It is said to be a good filtration if it is
bounded below and the associated graded module grΓM is finitely generated over the algebra
grBAnpRq.
It is easy to see that finitely generated left AnpRq-modules have good filtrations, see e.g.
[7, Ch.1 Proposition 2.7]. Note that if Γ is a good filtration of M, then @l P Z,ΓlM{Γl´1M
(and hence ΓlM) is a finitely generated R-module.
Suppose that R is a field K. Then a left AnpKq-module has well-defined degree and
multiplicity. Indeed, let M be a finitely generated left AnpKq-module and let Γ be a good
filtration on M . Then for l large enough, the function l ÞÑ dimK ΓlM coincides with a
polynomial HM,Γ P Qrts ([7, Ch.1 Corollary 3.3]).
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Definition 4.1.4. Let d (resp. ad) be the degree (resp. the leading coefficient) of HM,Γ.
Then d!ad is a nonnegative integer. The nonnegative integers dpMq :“ d and epMq :“ d!ad
are independent of Γ and called the dimension and multiplicity of M , respectively ([7, p.8]).
Now we look at the behavior of these invariants in a family.
Lemma 4.1.5. Suppose that R is a domain and let M be a finitely generated left AnpRq-
module. Then there is a dense open subset U of S :“ SpecpRq such that the functions
s ÞÑ dpMsq and s ÞÑ epMsq are constant on U .
Proof. Let Γ be a good filtration on M . Then by generic freeness ([14, Theorem 14.4]),
there is a dense open subset U of S such that @l P Z, pΓlM{Γl´1Mq|U is free over OpUq.
In particular, @l P Z, pΓlM{Γl´1Mq|U is a flat OpUq-module. Hence, @l P Z and @s P
U, pΓlM{Γl´1Mqs – pΓlMqs{pΓl´1Mqs and pΓqs is a good filtration on Ms. The lemma
follows since, @s P U and @l P Z, dimkpsqpΓlMqs “
ři“l
i“´8 dimkpsqpΓiMqs{pΓi´1Mqs and
dimkpsqpΓlMqs{pΓl´1Mqs “ dimkpsqpΓlM{Γl´1Mqs
is the rank of the free module OpUq-module ΓlM{Γl´1M |U . Hence HMs,Γs is constant on
U. 
4.2. On the filtrations of the center. Let K be a field of positive characteristic p. With
the notation of Subsection 4.1, the center ZAnpKq of AnpKq is the algebra of polynomials
Krxp1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
ns.
Definition 4.2.1. Let C be the filtration on ZAnpKq derived from the grading | ‚ | of poly-
nomials, where |xpi | “ |B
p
j | “ 1.
We would like to compare C with the Bernstein filtration and to do so we will use the
classical construction of the Rees ring associated to a filtered ring.
Definition 4.2.2. (1) The Rees ring of the filtered ring pZAnpKq, Cq is the graded ring
RnpCq :“
À
iPN
CiZAnpKq.
(2) Let G be an increasing C-compatible filtration of a ZAnpKq-moduleM. Then the Rees
module associated with G is RpM,Gq :“
À
iPZ
GiM. It is a naturally an RnpCq-module.
We recall elementary properties of the Rees ring in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3. (1) The graded algebra morphism
Krt0, x
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
ns Ñ RnpCq :“
à
iPN
CiKrx
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
ns
t0 ÞÑ 1, x
p
i ÞÑ x
p
i , B
p
j ÞÑ B
p
j
with t0 in degree 1, is an isomorphism.
(2) Using the same notation for t0 and its image under the isomorphism of (1), the
natural map RnpCq{t0RnpCq Ñ gr
CZAnpKq is an isomorphism of graded algebras.
(3) There is a unique morphism RnpCqt0 Ñ ZAnpKq, sending t0 to 1 and extending the
inclusions CiKrx
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
ns Ă ZAnpKq. Its restriction to RnpCqpt0q, the subring
of degree 0 elements of the graded ring RnpCqt0 , is an isomorphism RnpCqpt0q rÑZAnpKq.
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We will use good filtrations of ZAnpKq-modules.
Definition 4.2.4. A filtration G of a ZAnpKq-module M as in the definition 4.2.2 is said
to be good if the associated Rees module RpM,Gq is a finitely generated RnpCq-module.
This implies in particular that G is bounded below. Moreover, one easily sees that a
filtration G on M is good if and only if G is bounded below and the associated graded
module grGM is finitely generated over grCZAnpKq ([8, A:III 1.29]).
Let M be a left AnpKq-module and let r˚M be the module M considered as a ZAnpKq-
module. We now introduce a C-filtration of r˚M associated with a B-filtration of M.
Definition 4.2.5. Let Γ be a filtration of the left AnpKq-module M. The C-filtration pΓ of
r˚M is given by ppΓqlr˚M :“ ΓplM, for all integers l.
We now want to relate properties of pΓ to those of Γ.
Lemma 4.2.6. Let Γ be a good filtration of the left AnpKq-module M, then pΓ is a good
filtration of r˚M.
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the filtration pΓ is bounded below, since Γ is.
Let us show that the grCZAnpKq-module gr
pΓr˚M is finitely generated. In order to do
so, we consider the filtration Φ of the center induced by the Bernstein filtration. Thus,
@l P Z,ΦlZAnpKq :“ ZAnpKq X BlAnpKq. In particular, x
p
i and B
p
j are of degree p for the
filtration Φ, for all i, j. Let ΦpΓq be the Φ-filtration on r˚M defined by ΦpΓqlr˚M :“ ΓpmM ,
where pm is the greatest integer multiple of p such that pm ď l. Note that there is a
K-module isomorphism grpΓr˚M Ñ gr
ΦpΓqr˚M defined by
ppΓqlr˚M{ppΓql´1r˚M “ ΓplM{Γppl´1qM “ ΦpΓqplr˚M{ΦpΓqpl´1r˚M.
It is ρ-linear, where ρ is the isomorphism ofK-algebras grCZAnpKq Ñ gr
ΦZAnpKq satisfying
x
p
i ` C2ZAnpKq ÞÑ x
p
i ` Φp`1ZAnpKq; B
p
j ` C2ZAnpKq ÞÑ B
p
j ` Φp`1ZAnpKq.
Hence grpΓr˚M is finitely generated over gr
CZAnpKq if and only if gr
ΦpΓqr˚M is finitely
generated over grΦZAnpKq. Let us show the latter.
Consider the finite exhaustive filtration of grΦpΓqr˚M by graded gr
ΦZAnpKq-submodules,
0 “ pgrΦpΓqr˚Mq0 Ă pgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mq1 Ă ... Ă pgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mqp “ gr
ΦpΓqr˚M.
It is defined as follows, @0 ď i ď p, @l P Z, let pm the greatest integer multiple of p
such that pm ď l. Then pgrΦpΓqr˚Mqi X ΦpΓqlr˚M{ΦpΓql´1r˚M is the image of the map
Γppm´1q`iM Ñ ΦpΓqlr˚M{ΦpΓql´1r˚M induced by the inclusion Γppm´1q`iM Ă ΓpmM “:
ΦpΓqlr˚M. Let grpgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mq :“
i“pÀ
i“1
pgrΦpΓqr˚Mqi{pgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mqi´1 be the associated graded
grΦZAnpKq-module. Note furthermore that the module gr
ΓM seen as a module over
grΦZAnpKq ãÑ gr
BAnpKq decomposes into a direct sum of graded gr
ΦZAnpKq-submodules
i“pÀ
i“1
pgrΓMqi, where pgr
ΓMqi :“
À
lPZ gr
Γ
pl`iM. Let F˚gr
ΓM be the graded grΦZAnpKq-
module
i“pÀ
i“1
pgrΓMqiri ´ ps, where r‚s denotes the degree shift. Then, @1 ď i ď p, there
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is an isomorphism of graded grΦZAnpKq-modules
pgrΦpΓqr˚Mqi{pgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mqi´1 Ñ pgr
ΓMqiri´ ps.
Indeed in degree l P Z, with pm the greatest integer multiple of p such that pm ď l,
it is induced by the quotient map Γppm´1q`iM Ñ gr
Γ
ppm´1q`iM, the latter being equal to
ppgrΓMqiqppm´1q`i “ ppgr
ΓMqiri ´ psqpm, where the outermost index refers to the homoge-
neous component of a graded grΦZAnpKq-module. These finally assemble into an isomor-
phism of graded grΦZAnpKq-modules
grpgrΦpΓqr˚Mq » F˚gr
ΓM. (4.2.1)
We conclude by noting that the grΦZAnpKq-module F˚gr
ΓM is finitely generated. In-
deed, by hypothesis, the grBAnpKq-module gr
ΓM is finitely generated. Hence it is finitely
generated as a grΦZAnpKq-module since gr
BAnpKq – Krx1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yns is a finitely
generated module over Krxp1, ..., x
p
n, y
p
1, ..., y
p
ns – gr
ΦZAnpKq. Thus F˚gr
ΓM is a finitely gen-
erated grΦZAnpKq-module as direct summands of a finitely generated module are finitely
generated. So, by the above isomorphism, the grΦZAnpKq-module grpgr
ΦpΓqr˚Mq is finitely
generated. Consequently the finite exhaustive filtration of grΦpΓqr˚M has finitely generated
subquotients and hence grΦpΓqr˚M is a finitely generated gr
ΦZAnpKq-module. This finishes
the proof of the lemma. 
Let M be a left AnpKq-module and let Γ be a good filtration of M. By the above lemma
4.2.6, the Rees module of pr˚M, pΓq is a finitely generated graded module over the Rees
ring RnpCq » Krt0, x
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
ns. Thus it has a Hilbert polynomial HRpr˚M,pΓq. In the
following proposition, we express HRpr˚M,pΓq in terms of the Hilbert polynomial HM,Γ of
pM,Γq.
Proposition 4.2.7. Let M be a left AnpKq-module and let Γ be a good filtration of M. The
Hilbert polynomial HRpr˚M,pΓqptq of the Rees module of pr˚M, pΓq is HM,Γpptq. In particular,
the degree of HRpr˚M,pΓq is the dimension dpMq of M and its leading coefficient times dpMq!
is epMqpdpMq, where epMq is the multiplicity of M.
Proof. For l large enough, on the one hand the Hilbert polynomialHM,Γplq coincides with the
function l ÞÑ dimK ΓlM and on the other HRpr˚M,pΓqplq coincides with l ÞÑ dimKppΓqlM “
dimK ΓplM. The proposition immediately follows. 
4.3. Conclusion. Here we obtain the estimates mentioned at the beginning of the section.
First, we would like to recall a well-known geometric interpretation of the Rees ring and
module. We use the notations of [18, §2] for projective schemes.
Proposition 4.3.1. Using the notations of Lemma 4.2.3, we have
D`pt0q
j
ãÝÑ ProjpRnpCqq
i
ÐÝâ V`pt0q
where j is an open embedding and i is its closed complement, and
(a) D`pt0q – SpecpZAnpKqq
(b) V`pt0q – Projpgr
CZAnpKqq
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Proof. (a) By definition, D`pt0q “ SpecpRnpCqpt0qq. Hence (a) follows immediately from (3)
of Lemma 4.2.3.
(b) By definition, V`pt0q “ ProjpRnpCq{t0RnpCqq. Hence (b) follows from (2) of Lemma
4.2.3. 
Making these identifications, let G be a good filtration on a finitely generated pZAnpKq, Cq-
moduleM. Then the coherent sheaf ČRpM,Gq on ProjpRnpCqq extends the coherent sheaf ĂM
on SpecpZAnpKqq and its restriction to the complement Projpgr
CZAnpKqq of SpecpZAnpKqq
is isomorphic to ČgrGM . Finally, one easily sees that the support of ČRpM,Gq is the closure
of supppĂMq in ProjpRnpCqq. Note that here
ProjpRnpCqq » ProjpKrt0, x
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
nsq » P
2n
K ,
SpecpZAnpKqq » SpecpKrx
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
nsq » A
2n
K
ProjpgrCZAnpKqq » ProjpKrx
p
1, ..., x
p
n, B
p
1, ..., B
p
nsq » P
2n´1
K
The leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of ČRpM,Gq is related to the top-dimensional
irreducible components of its support through the following:
Proposition 4.3.2. Let Y
i
ãÑ PmK be a closed subscheme and let F be a coherent sheaf of
dimension d on Y . Let the degree of F with respect to i be µpFq :“ d!ad where ad is the
leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial of F with respect to i. Then
ΣzrkzpFq degptzuq ď µpFq
where the sum is over the generic points of the d-dimensional irreducible components of
supppFq, rkzpFq :“ dimkpzqpFz b kpzqq and degptzuq is the degree of tzu
red
with respect to i.
Proof. By [29, Lemma B.4] and [19, Proposition 5.3.1], µpFq “ Σz lgOY,zpFzqµpOtzuredq,
where lg denotes the length, summing over the generic points of the d-dimensional irreducible
components of supppFq. Let z be as above, then by additivity of the length under short exact
sequences lgOY,zpFzq ě lgkpzqpFz b kpzqq “ dimkpzqpFz b kpzqq “: rkzpFq. The proposition
follows as degptzuq :“ µpO
tzu
redq. 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over Z and let
M be a coherent left DAn
S
{S-module. Let µ be the generic point of S. Suppose that Mµ is a
nonzero holonomic left DAn
kpµq
-module. Then there is a dense open subset U of S such that for
each closed point u P U and each z generic point of an irreducible component of p-supp(Mu)
degptzuq ď epMµq and rkzpMuq ď epMµqp
n
where epMµq is the multiplicity for the Bernstein filtration of Mµ, degptzuq is the degree of
the reduced closure of the image of z in P2nkpuq by the open immersion of the Rees construction
and rkzpMuq :“ dimkpzqppF˚Muqz b kpzqq.
Proof. The proof reduces to the case of an integral and affine S “ SpecpRq. We may thus
consider thatM is a finitely generated left AnpRq-module. By Lemma 4.1.5, there is a dense
open subset Ue of S such that for each closed point u P Ue, dpMuq “ n and epMuq “ epMµq.
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Let u P Ue with p “ charpkpuqq and let Γ be a good filtration on the left Anpkpuqq-
module Mu. By Proposition 4.2.7, ČRpMu, pΓq is of dimension n and µp ČRpMu, pΓqq “
epMµqp
n. Moreover suppp ČRpMu, pΓqq is the closure p-supppMuq of p-supppMuq, in which
p-supppMuq “ p-supppMuq X SpecpZAnpKqq is open. Hence Proposition 4.3.2 implies that
ΣzrkzpMuq degptzuq ď epMµqp
n, where the sum is over the generic points of the n-dimensional
irreducible components of p-supp(Mu).
By the equidimensionality of the p-supports (Theorem 3.1.1), there is a dense open subset
U Ă Ue such that for all closed points u of U, all the irreducible components of p-supppMuq are
of dimension n. Hence we deduce that, for each z generic point of an irreducible component of
p-supp(Mu), rkzpMuq degptzuq ď epMµqp
n. This implies the second estimate of the theorem.
Finally, let u be a closed point in U of characteristic p. By [6, Theorem 2.2.3], F˚Mu is a left
module over an Azumaya algebra of rank p2n. Hence pF˚Muqzbkpzq is by [20, The´ore`me 5.1
(i)] a left module over the algebra of pn ˆ pn matrices Mpnpkpzqq, where kpzq is an algebraic
closure of kpzq. Therefore by Morita theory there is a finite dimensional kpzq-vector space
V such that pF˚Muqz b kpzq » kpzq
pn
b
kpzq V, where kpzq
pn
is the standard left Mpnpkpzqq-
module. In particular rkzpMuq :“ dimkpzqppF˚Muqz b kpzqq “ dimkpzqppF˚Muqqz b kpzqq is
divisible by pn. The first estimate of the theorem follows. 
Remark 4.3.4. The first estimate was conjectured in [30, Conjecture 1].
5. The Brauer group and differential forms
Here we prove, in a first part, that the Azumaya algebra of differential operators splits
on the regular locus of the p-support of a holonomic D-module, for p large enough. See
Theorem 5.1.4.
In a second part, we recollect some facts of differential calculus in positive characteristic.
In particular, we consider the p-curvature exact sequence and a map arising from it which
sends 1-forms to the Brauer group. The image of the canonical form is the class of the
Azumaya algebra of differential operators. In view of the first part of the section and for
later use in the proof of our main theorem, we describe its kernel.
5.1. Splittings of Azumaya algebras on the support of their modules. Let Y be a
scheme and let A be an Azumaya algebra on Y . Since A is a coherent OY -module, it is a
coherent Noetherian ring and a left A-module is coherent if and only if it is coherent as an
OY -module. Recall that an Azumaya algebra A is said to split on Y if its class rAs in the
Brauer group BrpY q of Y is trivial.
Let M be a coherent left A-module and let z be the generic point of an irreducible
component of the support of the coherent OY -module M. The next proposition shows that
the rank rkzpMq of M at z constrains the order of rA|ptzuredqregs in Brpptzu
red
qregq.
We first prove a lemma.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let Y be a scheme and let A be an Azumaya algebra of rank r2 on Y .
Suppose that A acts on the left on a locally free sheaf V of rank v. Then r divides v “ lr
and lrAs “ 0 in BrpY q.
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Proof. By hypothesis there is a morphism of OY -algebras A Ñ EndOY pVq, sending 1 to
1. It is injective by [17, Proposition 0.5.5.4] since the fiber of A at each point of Y is
a simple algebra by [20, The´ore`me 5.1 (i)]. Therefore one may view A as a subalgebra
of EndOY pVq and in particular consider the commutant CEndOY pVqpAq of A in EndOY pVq,
which is a coherent subalgebra of EndOY pVq. By [1, Theorem 3.3], the natural morphism
of OY -algebras AbOY CEndOY pVqpAq Ñ EndOY pVq is an isomorphism and CEndOY pVqpAq is an
Azumaya algebra on Y . Hence by the behaviour of ranks under tensor products, CEndOY pVqpAq
is of constant rank l2, such that v “ lr. By definition of the Brauer group 0 “ rEndOY pVqs “
rAs`rCEndOY pVqpAqs in BrpY q. The lemma follows since for each Azumaya algebra B of rank
n2 on Y , nrBs “ 0 in BrpY q ([20, §2]) giving 0 “ lrAs ` lrCEndOY pVqpAqs “ lrAs. 
Proposition 5.1.2. Suppose that Y is of finite type over a field K. Let A be an Azumaya
algebra of rank r2 on Y , let M be a coherent left A-module and let z be the generic point of
an irreducible component tzu of supppMq. Then r divides rkzpMq “ lzpMqr and
lzpMqrA|ptzuredqreg s “ 0
in Brpptzu
red
qregq.
Proof. Since the vector space Mz b kpzq is of dimension rkzpMq and acted upon on the left
by the rank r2 Azumaya algebra Az b kpzq, Lemma 5.1.1 implies that rkzpMq “ lzpMqr and
lzpMqrAz b kpzqs “ 0 in Brpkpzqq. Moreover the restriction of A to the regular locus of the
irreducible component satisfies Az b kpzq – pA|tzuredqz b kpzq – pA|ptzuredqregqz b kpzq. The
proposition then follows from the canonical embedding Brpptzu
red
qregq ãÑ Brpkpzqq, see [31,
IV Corollary 2.6]. 
The following combines Proposition 5.1.2 with the second estimate of Theorem 4.3.3.
Theorem 5.1.3. Let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over Z and let
M be a coherent left DAn
S
{S-module. Let µ be the generic point of S. Suppose that Mµ is a
nonzero holonomic left DAn
kpµq
-module. Then there is a dense open subset U of S such that for
each closed point u P U and each z generic point of an irreducible component of p-supp(Mu),
the Azumaya algebra F˚DAn
kpuq
on T ˚pAn
kpuqq
1 splits on ptzu
red
qreg.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3.3 and using its notations, there is a dense open subset Ub of S
such that for each closed point u P Ub and each z generic point of an irreducible com-
ponent of p-supp(Mu), rkzpMuq ď epMµqp
n where p is the characteristic of the residue
field kpuq. Thus using Proposition 5.1.2 and its notations, we have lzpMuq ď epMµq and
lzpMuqrF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s “ 0 in Brpptzu
red
qregq. Note that by definition lzpMuq ‰ 0 and
hence for u P U the open dense subset of Ub defined by inverting all the primes ď epMµq,
lzpMuq and p
n are coprime, that is there are integers a and b such that 1 “ alzpMuq ` bp
n.
Since F˚DAn
kpuq
is of rank p2n, pnrF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s “ 0 by [20, §2] and the theorem follows
from rF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s “ 1rF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s
“ palzpMuq ` bp
nqrF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s
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“ alzpMuqrF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s ` bpnrF˚DAn
kpuq
|
ptzu
red
qreg
s
“ 0 in Brpptzu
red
qregq. 
As a corollary, we have the following.
Theorem 5.1.4. Let S be an integral scheme dominant and of finite type over Z, let X be a
smooth S-scheme of relative dimension n and let M be a coherent left DX{S-module. Suppose
that the fiber of M at the generic point µ of S is a holonomic left DXµ-module. Then there
is a dense open subset U of S such that for each closed point u of U, the Azumaya algebra
F˚DXu on T
˚
X1u
splits on the regular locus of the p-support p-supppMuq
reg.
Proof. If Mµ “ 0, the theorem is trivial by Remark 2.3.2. We thus suppose that Mµ does
not vanish.
By the canonical injection of the Brauer group for the Zariski site (i.e. the classes of
Azumaya algebras which are Zariski-locally isomorphic to an algebra of matrices) into the
Zariski cohomology H2pY,OˆY q ([20, (2.1)]), the case i “ 2 of Lemma 5.1.5 below implies
that on a regular (Noetherian) scheme for an Azumaya algebra to be split is a Zariski-local
condition.
Therefore by Remark 2.3.1, one may further assume that S and X are regular integral
and affine and in particular that there is a closed immersion X
f
ãÑ AmS over S.
Let us specialize to a closed point u of positive characteristic p of S. Since f 1d is smooth
by Lemma A.0.2, the description of p-supppH0pfuq`Muq given in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.4.1, of which we use the notations, implies that p-supppH0pfuq`Muq
reg “ pf 1uqpi ˝
pf 1uq
´1
d pp-supppMuq
regq.
By [5, Proposition 3.7], f 1d
˚pF˚DXuq splits on f
1
d
´1pp-supppMuq
regq if F˚DAm
kpuq
splits on the
regular locus of p-supppH0pfuq`Muq. Moreover the pullback of Brauer classes f
1
d
˚ induces
an injective morphism of Brauer groups Brpp-supppMuq
regq ãÑ Brpf 1d
´1pp-supppMuq
regqq.
Indeed f 1d Zariski-locally admits a section by Lemma A.0.2 and, on the regular locus, be-
ing split is Zariski-local as we explained above. So F˚DXu splits on the regular locus of
p-supppMuq if F˚DAm
kpuq
splits on p-supppH0pfuq`Muq
reg.
Finally, an Azumaya algebra splits on a regular Noetherian scheme if and only if it splits
on its irreducible components. Thus the theorem follows from Theorem 5.1.3. 
Lemma 5.1.5. Let Y be a noetherian scheme. If Y is locally factorial, i.e. its local rings
are UFD, then the Zariski cohomology H ipY,OˆY q “ 0, for all i ě 2.
Proof. By definition of the sheaf DivY of Cartier divisors there is an exact sequence of
abelian sheaves 0 Ñ OˆY Ñ K
ˆ
Y Ñ DivY Ñ 0 on Y, where KY is the sheaf of meromorphic
functions and OˆY Ñ K
ˆ
Y is the natural injection. If Y is locally factorial then it is the sum
of its (finitely many) irreducible components, each of which is integral, by [17, Proposition
4.5.5]. Hence if Yi
fi
ãÑ Y is the open immersion of the i-th irreducible component, then
KˆY – Πifi˚K
ˆ
Yi
. Moreover KˆYi is isomorphic to the constant sheaf associated to kpyiq
ˆ for yi
the generic point of Yi. In particular K
ˆ
Y is flasque. Since DivY is flasque by [19, Corollaire
21.6.11], KˆY Ñ DivY is a flasque right resolution of O
ˆ
Y , vanishing in degrees ě 2. The result
follows as sheaf cohomology may be computed using flasque resolutions. 
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5.2. The Brauer group via the p-curvature exact sequence. Let Y be a smooth
scheme over a perfect field K of positive characteristic p. Let Y
F
ÝÑ Y 1 be the relative
Frobenius morphism and let Y 1
W
ÝÑ Y be the projection. We denote by
À
iPZ Ω
i
Y 1
C´1
YÝÝÑÀ
iPZH
ipF˚Ω
‚
Y q the Cartier isomorphism, see [28, Theorem 7.2].
Definition 5.2.1. The Cartier operator is the composed morphism
CY :
à
iPZ
Z ipF˚Ω
‚
Y q
pi
ÝÑ
à
iPZ
HipF˚Ω
‚
Y q
inverse of C´1
YÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
à
iPZ
ΩiY 1,
where Z ipF˚Ω
‚
Y q :“ kerpF˚Ω
i
Y
F˚dÝÝÑ F˚Ω
i`1
Y q is the sheaf of closed i-forms and pi is the quotient
morphism.
Recall that there is an exact sequence of e´tale sheaves on Y 1 :
0Ñ Gm{Y 1
F˚
ÝÝÑ F˚Gm{Y
F˚dlog
ÝÝÝÝÑ F˚Z
1pΩ‚Y q
W ‹´CYÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1Y 1 Ñ 0 (5.2.1)
where dlogpyq :“ dy{y for all local sections y of Gm{Y and W
‹ is induced by the pullback on
forms, see [25, Corollaire 0.2.1.18].
Definition 5.2.2. The exact sequence (5.2.1) is the p-curvature exact sequence and the
morphism F˚Z
1pΩ‚Y q
W ‹´CYÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1Y 1 is the p-curvature operator.
The p-curvature exact sequence (5.2.1) decomposes into two short exact sequences of e´tale
sheaves on Y 1 :
0Ñ Gm{Y 1
F˚
ÝÝÑ F˚Gm{Y
F˚dlogÝÝÝÝÑ ImF˚dlog Ñ 0 (5.2.2)
0Ñ cokerF ˚
F˚dlog
ÝÝÝÝÑ F˚Z
1pΩ‚Y q
W ‹´CYÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1Y 1 Ñ 0 (5.2.3)
Composing the coboundary morphisms of the corresponding e´tale cohomology long exact
sequences, one deduces a morphism:
ΨY : H
0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q Ñ H
1pY 1, cokerF ˚ – ImF˚dlogq Ñ H
2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q
Proposition 5.2.3. The morphism H0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q
ΨYÝÝÑ H2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q factors uniquely through
the canonical embedding BrpY 1qp ãÑ H
2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q, where BrpY
1qp is the kernel of multipli-
cation by p in BrpY 1q.
Proof. This is well-known. By construction ΨY factors through
H0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q։ cokerH
0pW ‹ ´ CY q Ñ kerH
2pF ˚q ãÑ H2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q,
the end maps being the natural ones. Moreover by [24, Proposition 2.1], the image of
kerH2pF ˚q ãÑ H2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q is the kernel H
2pY 1,Gm{Y 1qp of multiplication by p, the latter
being the image of the canonical embedding BrpY 1qp ãÑ H
2pY 1,Gm{Y 1q. 
Definition 5.2.4. The morphism deduced from Proposition 5.2.3 is denoted H0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q
φYÝÝÑ
BrpY 1qp.
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Remark 5.2.5. Here is another description of φY , from [32, Remark 4.3]:
Let α P H0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q, then φY pαq “ rs
˚
αpF˚DY qs P BrpY
1q, where Y 1
sαÑ T ˚Y 1 is the section
of T ˚Y 1{Y
1 corresponding to α.
The morphism φY depends functorially on Y :
Lemma 5.2.6. Let Z
f
ÝÑ Y be a K-morphism of smooth K-schemes, Z 1
f 1
ÝÑ Y 1 its base-
change by Frobenius and let α P H0pY 1,Ω1Y 1q. Then f
1˚φY pαq “ φZppf
1˚qadαq, where f 1˚ on
the left (resp. on the right) is the pullback of classes in the Brauer group (resp. pullback of
forms) by f 1.
Proof. Set DY :“ F˚DY and DZ :“ F˚DZ .With the notations of the Appendix, we have: By
Remark 5.2.5, φZppf
1˚qadαq “ rs˚
pf 1˚qadα
pDZqs. And rs
˚
pf 1˚qadα
pDZqs “ rpf
1
d ˝ pZ ˆY sαqq
˚pDZqs,
since spf 1˚qadα “ f
1
d˝ZˆY sα, by Remark A.0.1. Moreover by [5, Proposition 3.7], rf
1
d
˚pDZqs “
rf 1pi
˚pDY qs. Hence rpf
1
d ˝ pZ ˆY sαqq
˚pDZqs “ rpZ ˆY sαq
˚f 1d
˚pDZqs “ rpZ ˆY sαq
˚f 1pi
˚pDY qs “
rpf 1pi ˝pZˆY sαqq
˚pDY qs “ rpsα ˝f
1q˚pDY qs, using the equality f
1
pi ˝pZˆY sαq “ sα ˝f
1. Finally
by Remark 5.2.5, the last term is equal to f 1˚φY pαq, as stated. 
By construction φY factors through cokerH
0pW ‹ ´CY q and we denote the resulting map
by cokerH0pW ‹ ´ CY q
φYÝÝÑ BrpY 1qp. The following proposition provides information on the
kernel of φY .
Proposition 5.2.7. Suppose further that Y is affine. Then there is an exact sequence,
commuting with restriction to affine open subsets:
PicpY q Ñ cokerH0pW ‹ ´ CY q
φYÝÝÑ BrpY 1qp Ñ 0.
Proof. This is a special case of [24, Corollary 1.7]. 
Let us now specialize to the case Y “ T ˚X , with X is a smooth K-scheme. Let X
FXÝÝÑ X 1
be the Frobenius morphism and X 1
WXÝÝÑ X the projection.
Remark 5.2.8. The pullback of forms W ˚XΩ
1
X
W˚
XÝÝÑ Ω1X1 is an isomorphism and induces an
isomorphism T ˚X
1Ñ˜T ˚X1. We use this isomorphism to identify T
˚
X
1 and T ˚X1.
We have the following description of the Brauer class of the algebra of differential operators
in terms of φ :
Proposition 5.2.9. Let θX1 be the canonical 1-form on T
˚
X1 , see Definition A.0.3. Then
φT˚
X
pθX1q is the class of the algebra of differential operators FX˚DX in the Brauer group
BrpT ˚X1q.
Proof. This follows from [32, Propositions 4.4 and 4.2]. (See also [5, Proposition 3.11].) 
6. Lagrangianity
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
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6.1. Nice compactification of the p-supports. Here for p large enough, we show the
existence of normal-crossings compactifications of the regular locus of the p-supports which
are well-behaved as p varies. The poles of the canonical form at infinity of this nice com-
pactification have nice properties. This will allow us to transfer characteristic zero results
to p-supports.
6.1.1. Poles. To fix notations, we first recall some definitions. Let S be a scheme, let Y be
a smooth S-scheme and let D Ă Y be a divisor with normal crossings relative to S, defined
by the invertible ideal sheaf I. Denote by Y
j
ãÝÑ Y the affine open embedding complement
to D. For an OY -module F and n P Z, we let FpnDq denote F bOY I
bO
Y
p´nq
. We have
j˚Ω
m
Y {S “
Ť
ně0Ω
m
Y {S
pnDq, where ΩmY {S is the sheaf of relative differential forms of degree m
on Y {S. Note that if S is the spectrum of a field and when there is no risk of confusion, we
will (and have already) commit the abuse of notation to denote ΩmY {S by Ω
m
Y .
Definition 6.1.1. A local section of j˚Ω
m
Y {S which is in Ω
m
Y {S
pnDq is said to have poles of
order at most n along D.
We denote the logarithmic de Rham complex by pΩ‚
Y {S
plogDq, dq, see [12, II §3]. It is a
subcomplex of j˚pΩ
‚
Y {S, dY {Sq.
Definition 6.1.2. A local section of j˚Ω
m
Y {S which is in Ω
m
Y {S
plogDq is said to have logarith-
mic poles along D.
6.1.2. Hilbert scheme. Let us fix coordinates tx1, . . . , xnu on A
n
Z. They induce by base-change
coordinates tx1, . . . , xnu on A
n
S and tx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynu on its relative cotangent space
T ˚An
S
, for any scheme S.We thus have a filtration ofOT˚
An
S
by the order in tx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ynu
and an open embedding T ˚An
S
ãÑ P2nS , by the Rees construction (Proposition 4.3.1). If S is
the spectrum of a field K of positive characteristic, we also deduce identifications of the
base-change by Frobenius pAnKq
1 “ AnK and T
˚
pAn
K
q1 “ T
˚
An
K
. This embedding is the same as
that considered on page 16.
Let P P QrXs be a rational polynomial and let H :“ HilbP
P2n
Z
be the Hilbert scheme of P2nZ
of index P, see [21, p.17]. We let ZH Ă P
2n
Z ˆSpecpZqH be the associated universal flat closed
subscheme. The following definition is convenient:
Definition 6.1.3. A (locally closed) subscheme S
i
ãÝÑ H is nice if
(1) S is irreducible and generically of characteristic 0,
(2) Let Z be the restriction ZHˆHS of ZH to S. There exists an open U Ă Z
red surjecting
onto S and an open immersion UXT ˚An
S
“: Y
j
ãÝÑ Y such that Y is a smooth projective
S-scheme and the complement ∆ of j is a divisor with normal crossings relative to
S,
(3) Let µ be the generic point of S. Then pdθAn
S
|Yq “ 0 if and only if pdθAn
S
|Yqµ “ 0,
(4) The restriction dθAn
S
|Y of the symplectic form dθAn
S
to Y has logarithmic poles along
∆ if and only if there exists a closed point s P S such that the fiber pdθAn
S
|Yqs has
logarithmic poles along ∆s.
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We may now state and prove the existence of compactification result.
Proposition 6.1.4. There exists a positive integer N such that Hr 1
N
s has a finite partition
into nice subschemes.
Proof. Let X ãÑ H be a subscheme. Denote P pXq the property that there exists an integer
NX ą 0 such that Xr
1
NX
s is empty or admits a partition into nice subschemes of H. We
have P pXq if and only if P pXredq holds. Let us prove P pXq holds for all reduced closed
subschemes X of H, by Noetherian induction.
Let S ãÑ H be a reduced subscheme. By Noetherian induction, we assume P pT q holds
for all reduced closed subschemes T of S, distinct from S. Clearly there is an integer N ą 0
such that the irreducible components of Sr 1
N
s have all generic points of characteristic zero.
If Sr 1
N
s is empty then we have P pSq. We thus from now on assume that Sr 1
N
s is not empty.
Let z P Sr1{Ns be the generic point of an irreducible component and let Zz be the fiber
of pZH ˆH Sr1{Nsq
red at z. Then Zz Ă P
2n
kpzq is a scheme of finite type over the field of
characteristic zero kpzq. It is reduced by [19, Proposition 8.7.2 a)] and hence contains an
open dense smooth subset U Ă Zz. By the resolution of singularities in characteristic zero,
there is an open immersion Y
j
ãÑ Y of the quasi-projective variety Y :“ UXT ˚An
kpzq
Ă P2nkpzq into
a smooth projective scheme Y over kpzq which is the complement of a divisor D with normal
crossings relative to kpzq. Hence by [19, The´ore`me 8.10.5 and Proposition 17.7.8], there are
an open affine neighborhood T of z, a non-empty smooth open subset U Ă pZH ˆH T q
red
and an open T -immersion U X T ˚An
T
“: Y
j
ãÑ Y into a smooth projective T -scheme which is
the complement of a divisor D with normal crossings relative to T . Moreover, since smooth
morphisms are open, T may be chosen such that U surjects on T . Finally by [17, Proposition
2.1.9 (ii)] it can also be chosen to be integral and hence irreducible, since S is reduced.
Let θ be the restriction to Y of the canonical form θAn
T
{T on T
˚
An
T
. If dθ vanishes on the
generic fiber Yz, then there is a dense open subset V Ă T above which dθ vanishes. If dθ
does not vanish on the generic fiber of Y , then we set V “ T .
Finally, there is a dense open subset W Ă V such that dθ|Y |W has logarithmic poles
along D|W as soon as there is a fiber on which it has logarithmic poles. Indeed there is
a closed subset L of V such that for all closed points v P V, dθ|Yv has logarithmic poles
along Dv if and only if v P L. We prove it as follows. There is an integer m ą 0 such
that dθ|Y is a section of the locally free OY -module Ω
2
Y{V
pmDq. Let us locally choose a basis
tb1, . . . , bju of Ω
2
Y{V
pmDq extending a basis tb1, . . . , blu of Ω
2
Y{V
plogDq Ă Ω2
Y{V
pmDq such
that for each closed point v P V, the restriction tb1|Yv , . . . , bj |Yvu is a basis of Ω
2
Yv
pmDvq
extending a basis tb1|Yv , . . . , bl|Yvu of Ω
2
Yv
plogDvq. That such a basis exists follows from the
case of pAdV , tx1 . . . xr “ 0uq, which is immediate. Locally we thus have dθ|Y “ Σ
i“j
i“1αibi for
some unique sections α1, . . . , αj of OY . Moreover its restriction dθ|Yv has logarithmic poles
along Dv if and only if the restrictions αl`1|Yv , . . . , αj|Yv vanish. Let O Ă Y be the open
complement of the closed subset of Y locally given by tαl`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ αj “ 0u. For each closed
point v P V, we thus have that dθ|Yv has logarithmic poles along Dv if and only if OX Yv is
empty, that is v R pipOq, where pi is the structure map Y Ñ V. But pipOq is open since pi is
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smooth and thus open. We have that L is the complement of pipOq. If L Ĺ V, then we let
W be the open complement V zL. Otherwise we set W “ V.
Thus we have found a nice non-empty open subset W Ď S. Since by Noetherian induction
we have P pSzW q, it follows immediately that we have P pSq. This concludes the proof of the
proposition. 
6.2. Action of the p-curvature operator on the order of poles. Let η be a 1-form
in the image of the p-curvature operator. Here we will show that if η has poles of small
order (i.e. ď p ´ 1), then its exterior derivative dη has at most simple poles and hence has
logarithmic poles. The following definition is convenient.
Definition 6.2.1. Let D be a divisor in a smooth variety X over a field K. Etale coordinates
tx1, . . . , xnu : Vx Ñ A
n
K in the neighbourhood Vx of a point x P X are D-good, or good if
there is no risk of confusion, if there is 0 ď r ď n such that D X Vx “ tx1 . . . xr “ 0u.
Thus D Ă X has normal crossings if and only if X has an e´tale covering pi admitting
pi´1pDq-good e´tale coordinates in the neighbourhood of each of its points.
Throughout this subsection, Y will denote a smooth variety over a perfect field K of
positive characteristic p and D Ă Y a normal crossings divisor of open complement Y
j
ãÝÑ Y .
As above, we use ’ to denote the base-change by the Frobenius automorphism of K. Recall
Definition 5.2.2 of the p-curvature operator F˚Z
1pΩ‚Y q
W ‹´CYÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1Y 1 . Here is the main result
of the subsection:
Proposition 6.2.2. Let ImpW ‹´CY q be the image of abelian sheaves for the Zariski topology
and let I be the intersection of the subsheaves Ω1
Y
1ppp´ 1qD1q and j1˚ImpW
‹´CY q of j
1
˚Ω
2
Y 1.
Then dpIq Ă Ω2
Y
1plogD1q.
Proof. The assertion is e´tale local on Y . Hence by definition of divisor with normal crossings,
we may and do assume that there are good e´tale coordinates in the neighbourhood of every
point of Y . In this situation, let us prove that I Ď j1˚B
1Ω‚Y 1 ` Ω
1
Y
1plogD1q, with B1Ω‚Y 1 the
exact 1-forms. This immediately implies the proposition.
Let η be a local section of I. By Lemma 6.2.4, we may assume that locally, there is a
local section ρ P j1˚F˚Z
1pΩ‚Y q such that η “ j
1
˚pW
‹´CY qρ. Moreover, by p
´1-linearity of the
Cartier operator CY , see [25, Lemme 0.2.5.4], ρ has poles of order at most p´ 1 along D.
Hence by Lemma 6.2.3, ρ is locally a sum of an exact form and a closed form with
logarithmic poles along D. The proposition follows since, by [28, (7.2.4) of Theorem 7.2], the
Cartier operator CY preserves forms with logarithmic poles. 
Lemma 6.2.3. Suppose that there are D-good e´tale coordinates in the neighbourhood of each
point of Y . Then there is an inclusion of quasi-coherent subsheaves of j1˚F˚Ω
1
Y :
j1˚Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q X F˚Ω
1
Y
ppp´ 1qDq Ď j1˚B
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q ` Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y
plogDqq,
where B1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q :“ ImpF˚OY
F˚dÝÝÑ F˚Ω
1
Y q and Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y
plogDqq :“ kerpF˚Ω
1
Y
plogDq
F˚dÝÝÑ
F˚Ω
2
Y
plogDqq.
Proof. The assertion being local, we may assume that we have global good e´tale coordinates
Y
ty1,...,ynu
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ AnK . Moreover it is clear that the lemma reduces to Y “ A
n
K by pullback. So we
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may assume that pY ,Dq “ pAnK , ty1 . . . yr “ 0uq for some 0 ď r ď n, where ty1, . . . , ynu are
coordinates on AnK .
The coordinates induce a splitting of the canonical short exact sequence 0Ñ B1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q Ñ
Z1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q
CYÝÝÑ Ω1Y 1 Ñ 0 by Ω
1
Y 1
δ
ÝÑ Z1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q, sending a local section
nř
i“1
aidyi to δp
nř
i“1
aidyiq “
nř
i“1
a
p
i y
p´1
i dyi, where we have identified A
n
K and its base-change by Frobenius using the coor-
dinates. Applying j1˚ we get that a local section ρ of j
1
˚Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q may uniquely be written
as a sum ρ “ ρb` ρc, where ρb is a local section of j
1
˚B
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q, and ρc “
nř
i“1
a
p
i y
p´1
i dyi, with
ta1, . . . , anu uniquely determined local sections of j
1
˚OY 1.
Let us show that if ρ is a local section of j1˚Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q X F˚Ω
1
Y
ppp ´ 1qDq, then ρc is a
local section of Z1pF˚Ω
‚
Y
plogDqq. This implies the lemma. First one sees immediately by a
computation in coordinates that if ρc has poles of order at most p ´ 1, then it actually has
poles of order at most 1. Thus it has logarithmic poles along D, since it is closed.
We conclude the proof by showing that if ρ has poles of order at most p ´ 1, then so
does ρc (and hence ρb). Set h :“ y1 . . . yr. We claim that ph
nρqc “ h
nρc, for all n ě 0,
where the multiplication by hn denotes here the action on Ω1Y . Since for all local sections ξ
of j1˚Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Y q, ξc “ j
1
˚δ ˝ j
1
˚CY pξq and j
1
˚δ ˝ j
1
˚CY preserves regular forms (i.e. forms having
poles of order at most 0 along D), the claim indeed implies the assertion. But the claim is
easily checked by adjoining to the domain OpY q all the p-th roots of its elements. Indeed the
composition of the p´1-linear morphism j1˚CY and the p-linear morphism j
1
˚δ is linear. 
Lemma 6.2.4. Let X be a smooth variety over a perfect field K of positive characteristic
p and let D Ă X be a normal crossings divisor of open complement X
j
ãÝÑ X. Then the
canonical inclusion Impj1˚pW
‹ ´ CXqq ãÑ j
1
˚ImpW
‹ ´ CXq is an isomorphism.
Proof. The p-curvature exact sequence of abelian sheaves on X 1 for the Zariski topology
0 Ñ OˆX1
F˚
ÝÝÑ F˚O
ˆ
X
F˚dlogÝÝÝÝÑ Z1pF˚Ω
‚
Xq
W ‹´CXÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1X1 , see [25, Corollaire 0.2.1.18], breaks into
two short exact sequences: 0Ñ cokerF ˚
F˚dlogÝÝÝÝÑ Z1pF˚Ω
‚
Xq
W ‹´CXÝÝÝÝÝÑ ImpW ‹ ´ CXq Ñ 0 and
0Ñ OˆX1
F˚
ÝÝÑ F˚O
ˆ
X Ñ cokerF
˚ Ñ 0. The long exact sequence for Rj1˚ of the former:
0Ñ j1˚ cokerF
˚ j
1
˚F˚dlogÝÝÝÝÝÑ j1˚Z
1pF˚Ω
‚
Xq
j1˚pW
‹´CXq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ j1˚ImpW
‹´CXq Ñ R
1j1˚ cokerF
˚ Ñ ...
implies that the lemma follows from the vanishing of R1j1˚ cokerF
˚.
This in turn would follow from the vanishing of R1j1˚pF˚O
ˆ
Xq and R
2j1˚O
ˆ
X1 , by the long
exact sequence for Rj1˚ of the other short exact sequence:
...Ñ R1j1˚O
ˆ
X1 Ñ R
1j1˚pF˚O
ˆ
Xq Ñ R
1j1˚ cokerF
˚ Ñ R2j1˚O
ˆ
X1 Ñ ...
But the direct image F˚ preserves flasque sheaves and is exact, since F is a homeomor-
phism. Hence by [22, III Corollary 8.3], RqF˚pGq “ 0 for all abelian sheaves G and all q ą 0.
Thus R1j1˚pF˚O
ˆ
Xq – R
1pj1˚ ˝F˚qpO
ˆ
Xq “ R
1pF˚ ˝ j˚qpO
ˆ
Xq – F˚R
1j˚pO
ˆ
Xq. We have therefore
shown that the Lemma is implied by the vanishing of R1j˚pO
ˆ
Xq and R
2j1˚O
ˆ
X1 . This follows
from Lemma 6.2.5 below, since smooth schemes are locally factorial. 
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Lemma 6.2.5. Let U
j
ãÑ Y be an open immersion. Suppose that Y is a locally factorial
Noetherian scheme. Then Rqj˚pO
ˆ
U q “ 0, for all q ą 0.
Proof. By [22, Proposition 8.1 of Chapter III], Rqj˚pO
ˆ
U q is the abelian sheaf associated to the
presheaf V ÞÑ HqpUXV,OˆUXV q, for all V open in Y. But by Lemma 5.1.5, H
qpUXV,OˆUXV q “
0 for all q ě 2. Thus Rqj˚pO
ˆ
U q “ 0, for all q ě 2.
For q “ 1, R1j˚pO
ˆ
U q is the abelian sheaf associated to the presheaf of Picard groups:
V ÞÑ PicpU X V q, for all V open in Y. Let LUXV P PicpU X V q. By [19, Corollaire 21.6.11],
it extends to an invertible sheaf LV P PicpV q. Hence LUXV is trivial on the restriction to U
of an open covering of V trivializing LV . Thus the corresponding section of the associated
sheaf R1j˚pO
ˆ
U q vanishes locally, hence is 0. This implies that R
1j˚pO
ˆ
U q vanishes. 
6.3. Conclusion. We now combine most of the results above to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1: By Theorem 3.1.1, there is a dense open subset U1 of S such that
p-supppMuq is equidimensional of dimension n, for all closed points u of U1.
By Proposition 2.4.1, we may assume that X{S “ AnS{S. Thus by Theorem 5.1.3, there is
a dense open subset U2 of U1 such that the Azumaya algebra F˚DAn
kpuq
splits on the regular
locus of each irreducible component of the p-support of Mu, for every closed point u of U2.
Let θu “ θpAn
kpuq
q1{Spec kpuq be the canonical form on T
˚
pAn
kpuq
q1 . Then the restriction of θu to
the regular locus Zregu of an irreducible component Zu of p-supppMuq is in the image of the
p-curvature operator ImpW ‹ ´ CZregu q, where we have identified Z
reg
u with Z
reg
u
1, as kpuq is
perfect. This follows from the description of ker φY in Proposition 5.2.7, since φT˚
An
kpuq
pθuq is
the class of F˚DAn
kpuq
in the Brauer group by Proposition 5.2.9 and φY is commutes with the
pullback by Lemma 5.2.6.
By Theorem 4.3.3 and using its notations, there are a dense open subset U3 of U2 and an
integer e ą 0 such that for all closed points u of U3, the degree of each irreducible component
Zu of the p-support ofMu is not larger than e. Hence the Hilbert polynomial of Zu belongs to
a finite set tP1, . . . , Pru, independent of u. Indeed the Hilbert polynomial of Zu is the same
as that of ZuˆSpec kpuqSpec kpuq for an algebraic closure kpuq of the residue field kpuq.We can
then conclude using Chow coordinates, see [21, Lemme 2.4 and The´ore`me 2.1(b)]. Moreover
by Proposition 6.1.4, there is an integer N ą 0 such that the localization
ši“r
i“1Hilb
Pi
P2n
Z
r 1
N
s
of the Hilbert scheme of index tP1, . . . , Pru has a finite partition into nice subschemes, see
Definition 6.1.3. Hence, in particular, there are a dense open subset U4 of U3 and an integer
N 1 ą 0 satisfying the following. For all closed points u of U4, each irreducible component Zu
of the p-support of Mu has a smooth dense open subset Yu Ă Zu embedding as an open into
a smooth projective variety Yu
ju
ãÝÑ Yu with complement a divisor Du with normal crossings.
Moreover the restriction of the canonical form θu|Yu has poles of order at most N
1 along Du.
Hence by further inverting a positive integer, there exists an open dense subset U5 of U4
such that for all closed points u of U5, θu|Yu has poles of order at most pu´1 along Du, where
pu is the characteristic of kpuq. Thus since θu|Yu is in the image of the p-curvature operator,
Proposition 6.2.2 implies that its exterior derivative dθu|Yu has logarithmic poles along Du.
By construction of Yu there are an irreducible U5-scheme H generically of characteristic
zero, a smooth projective H-scheme Y and a divisor ∆ of Y with normal crossings relative
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to H such that the complement Y :“ Y ´ ∆ is identified with an open in T ˚An
H
. And if we
denote by Y
j
ãÝÑ Y the open embedding, there is a closed point t of H such that ju (resp.
θu|Yu) is the specialization of j (resp. θAnH {H |Y ) at t. By point (4) of the definition of nice
subscheme, the above implies that dθAn
H
{H|Y has logarithmic poles along ∆. Hence so does
its restriction dθAn
kpγq
|Yγ to the fiber at the generic point γ of H. Clearly, being globally exact,
the class of the symplectic form dθAn
kpγq
|Yγ vanishes in the hypercohomology of the de Rham
complex pjγ˚Ω
‚
Yγ
, jγ˚dq. But since the residue field of γ is of characteristic zero, the canonical
inclusion of complexes ΩYγ plog∆γq Ă jγ˚Ω
‚
Yγ
is a quasi-isomorphism by [13, Proposition
3.1.8]. Hence the class of dθAn
kpγq
|Yγ vanishes in the hypercohomology of the logarithmic de
Rham complex, as well. Thus by the degeneracy at E1 of the logarithmic Hodge to de Rham
spectral sequence ([13, Corollaire 3.2.13 (ii) and Corollaire 3.2.14]), dθAn
kpγq
|Yγ “ 0. Therefore
by point (3) of the definition of nice subscheme, dθAn
H
{H |Y “ 0. It follows directly that for all
closed points u of U5, dθu|Yu “ 0. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Let us explain how our results imply the involutivity of the singular support of a holonomic
D-module M. The latter is an important special case of the involutivity of the singular
support of an arbitrary nonzero coherent D-module, which was originally proved in [27]. A
purely algebraic proof was later given in [15].
Corollary 6.3.1. Let Y be a smooth variety over a field L of characteristic zero and let M
be a nonzero holonomic left DY -module. Then the singular support of M is a Lagrangian
subvariety of pT ˚Y , ωY q.
Proof. The corollary immediately reduces to an equidimensional and affine Y. One proves
that the singular support is equidimensional of dimension dimY by the methods of Section
3, purely in characteristic zero, see e.g. [8, A:IV Theorem 5.2].
Let us now show that the symplectic form ωY vanishes on the regular locus of the singular
support SSpMq. Consider a spreading out pX,Nq of pY,Mq. Namely, there are a finitely
generated subring A Ă L, a smooth affine scheme X over S :“ SpecpAq and a coherent left
DX{S-module N such that, for µ the generic point of S, there are compatible isomorphisms
L bkpµq Xµ – Y and L bkpµq Nµ – M. Let us define the closed subset SSpNq Ă T
˚
X{S to be
the support of the associated graded grΓN, where Γ is a good filtration of N, see Definition
3.3.1. As usual the subset SSpNq does not depend on the choice of good filtration of N.
We claim that there is a dense open subset S˚ of S such that, for all closed points u of S˚,
the symplectic form ωXu vanishes on the regular locus of the fiber SSpNqu of SSpNq. Since
SSpMq “ Lbkpµq SSpNqµ, the corollary follows from the claim.
By generic freeness of grΓN on S, there is a dense open subset S1 of S such that the fiber
Γu of Γ is a good filtration and SSpNqu “ SSpNuq, for all closed points u of S1. Moreover
it is clear that Lemma 4.2.6 and its proof generalize to the Bernstein filtration replaced by
the filtration by the order of differential operators, and Ankpuq replaced by Xu. Thus (4.2.1)
gives an isomorphism of grΦZpDXuq-modules grpgr
ΦpΓuqr˚Nuq » F˚gr
ΓuNu, where Φ is the
filtration induced by the order of differential operators on the center ZpDXuq of DXu and
we have used the notations of the proof of Lemma 4.2.6. In addition, we have that the
symplectic form ωXu vanishes on the regular locus of the support of gr
ΓuNu if and only if
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ωX1u vanishes on the regular locus of the support of F˚gr
ΓuNu. Indeed these regular loci and
symplectic forms are mapped to one another by the projection map T ˚X1u Ñ T
˚
Xu
, which is an
isomorphism since kpuq is perfect. Hence the symplectic form ωXu vanishes on the regular
locus of the support of grΓuNu if and only if ωX1u vanishes on the regular locus T
reg
u of the
support Tu of gr
ΦpΓuqr˚Nu.
But using the Rees module with respect to Φ, we see that Tu is the reduced scheme
associated to the fiber at the origin of a flat A1-scheme of generic fiber isomorphic to the
p-support of Nu. And by Theorem 2.2.1, there is a dense open subset S2 of S1 such that the
p-support of Nu is Lagrangian, for all closed points u of S2. Thus the claim would follow if
the reduced scheme associated to the fiber at the origin of a flat A1-scheme of Lagrangian
generic fiber was Lagrangian. This is not in general true in positive characteristic. In our
case however, the proof reduces to the case Xu “ A
n and we may use Theorem 4.3.3. Hence
there is a dense open subset S3 of S2 such that for all closed u P S3, the generic fiber of the
A1-scheme is Lagrangian and of degree bounded independently of u P S3 (for the projective
embedding of Theorem 4.3.3). We may thus use the Hilbert scheme to conclude that there
is an integer l ą 0 such that for all u P S˚ :“ S3r
1
l
s, the assertion that the reduced scheme
associated to the fiber at the origin of the above A1-scheme is Lagrangian, follows from the
case of characteristic zero. But the latter is a special case of Lemma 6.3.2 below, applied to
the symplectic form. This concludes the proof of the claim and thus of the corollary. 
Lemma 6.3.2. Let S be an integral scheme over a field L of characteristic 0. Let M be a
smooth S-scheme, let Z Ă M be a subscheme which is a reduced, flat and surjective S-scheme
of relative dimension d, and let α be a relative differential form on M over S. Assume that
the restriction of α to the smooth locus of the generic fibre of Z vanishes and that S is the
spectrum of a Dedekind ring. Then the restriction of α to the smooth locus of the reduced
scheme associated to every closed fibre of Z vanishes.
Proof. We will reduce the proof to the case of a smooth Z, which is immediate. Indeed if Z is
smooth over S, the points s of the base S such that the restriction of α vanishes on the fibre
Zs form a closed subset Vα Ă S. Since the generic point of S belongs to Vα by hypothesis,
we have Vα “ S, which is what we wanted to prove.
By the Reduced Fibre Theorem [33, Theorem 09IL], there is an integral affine scheme T
and a finite surjective morphism T
φ
ÝÑ S, such that if we denote by ZT the base-change of
Z with respect to φ, and Y
ν
ÝÑ ZT the normalization, then the smooth locus U of Y over T
is dense in all the fibres of Y over T. Note that since the normalization morphism is finite
and surjective, Y is a T -scheme of relative dimension d. Let ZT
β
ÝÑ Z be the projection
morphism. For each s P S, we have morphisms between the reduced schemes associated to
the fibres Uφ´1psq
j
ãÝÑ pYφ´1psqqred
pνsqredÝÝÝÝÑ ppZT qφ´1psqqred
pβsqredÝÝÝÝÑ pZsqred, such that pνsqred and
pβsqred are finite and surjective. Thus, in particular, the composition ψ :“ pβsqred ˝ pνsqred ˝ j
is dominant.
We will use the following claim: Let Y
g
ÝÑ Z be a finite morphism between schemes of
pure dimension d. If V is a dense open subset of Z, then g´1pV q is a dense open subset of Y .
Indeed if the open complement W of the closure g´1pV q of g´1pV q in Y is not empty then
it is of dimension d. But it maps to the complement of V in Z, which is of dimension ă d.
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This is not possible since g is finite. Thus W is empty and g´1pV q is a dense open subset of
Y .
By generic smoothness on the target applied to ψ, there is a dense open subset U of
pZsqred such that the restriction of ψ to U is smooth. Moreover, by the claim applied to
pβsqred ˝ pνsqred, we have that the inverse image ψ
´1pU X pZsq
sm
redq of the dense open subset
U X pZsq
sm
red of the smooth locus pZsq
sm
red of pZsqred is dense in Uφ´1psq. Thus the restriction
of α to pZsq
sm
red vanishes if and only if its restriction to Uφ´1psq vanishes. Hence the lemma
follows from the smooth case, applied to U and the restriction of α to U. 
Appendix A. Symplectic geometry of the cotangent space
Let S be a scheme and let Y be a smooth S-scheme of relative dimension n. Recall that the
cotangent space of Y {S is the Y -scheme T ˚Y {S
pYÝÑ Y :“ V ppΩ1Y {Sq
˚q “ SpecY pSymOY pΩ
1
Y {Sq
˚q
and hence that the sheaf of germs of Y -sections of T ˚Y {S{Y is canonically identified with
Ω1Y {S, see [18, (1.7.9)]. Moreover T
˚
Y {S is a smooth Y -scheme of relative dimension n by [19,
Proposition 17.3.8], smooth of relative dimension 2n as an S-scheme. We use the notation
T ˚Y (instead of T
˚
Y {S) when there is no risk of confusion, for example when S is the spectrum
of a field. For f : X Ñ Y a S-morphism of smooth S-schemes, the pullback of differentials
Ω1X{S
f˚
ÐÝ f˚Ω1Y {S ([19, 16.4.3.6]) gives rise to the X-morphism T
˚
X{S
pfqdÐÝÝ X ˆY T
˚
Y {S called
the cotangent map. It is part of the cotangent diagram of f :
T ˚X{S X ˆY T
˚
Y {S
pfqd
oo
pfqpi

T ˚Y {S
where pfqpi is the canonical projection.
Remark A.0.1. Let U Ă Y be an open subset, it follows directly from the definitions that if
sα is the section of T
˚
Y {S{U corresponding to α P ΓpU,Ω
1
Y {Sq, then pfqd˝pXˆY sαq corresponds
to pf˚qadα P Γpf´1pUq,Ω1X{Sq, where f˚Ω
1
X{S
pf˚qad
ÐÝÝÝÝ Ω1Y {S is adjoint to f
˚.
We have the
Lemma A.0.2. If f : X Ñ Y is an immersion (resp. a closed immersion) then pfqd is
smooth and surjective and pfqpi is an immersion (resp. a closed immersion). Moreover pfqd
admits a section locally on X.
Proof. The morphism pfqd is smooth and surjective by [19, Proposition 17.2.5], [18, Proposi-
tion 1.7.11 (iii)], [19, Proposition 17.3.8] and stability under base-change of surjective smooth
morphisms. We have that pfqpi is an immersion (resp. a closed immersion) by [17, Proposi-
tion 4.3.1 (i)]. Finally, local sections of the locally split ”conormal” short exact sequence of
[19, Proposition 17.2.5] induce local sections of pfqd, by [18, Proposition 1.7.11 (i)]. 
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Definition A.0.3. The canonical global S-relative 1-form θY {S on the cotangent space of
Y {S is the relative 1-form corresponding to the section
T ˚Y {S
∆
T˚
Y {S
{Y
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ T ˚Y {S ˆY T
˚
Y {S
ppY qdÝÝÝÑ T ˚T˚
Y {S
{S
of the cotangent space T ˚
T˚
Y {S
{S
p
T˚
Y {S
ÝÝÝÑ T ˚Y {S, where ∆T˚Y {S{Y is the diagonal of T
˚
Y {S
pYÝÑ Y .
Let ty1, ..., ynu be local e´tale coordinates on Y. In terms of the associated local e´tale
coordinates ty1, ..., yn; ξ1, ..., ξnu on T
˚
Y {S, where tξ1, ..., ξnu are dual to tdy1, ..., dynu, θY {S “ři“n
i“1 ξidyi. Note that the formation of the canonical form commutes with base-change S
1 Ñ
S and is compatible with the cotangent diagram, the latter in the sense that pfq˚piθY {S “
pfq˚dθX{S.
If S is the spectrum of a field k, then we omit the base S from the notations. Let Q be a
smooth k-scheme of pure dimension n.
Definition A.0.4. The nondegenerate global exact 2-form ωQ :“ dθQ on T
˚
Q is called the
symplectic form.
Definition A.0.5. A subvariety X
i
ãÑ T ˚Q is said to be a Lagrangian subvariety of pT
˚
Q, ωQq
if it contains a dense open U Ă X on which the symplectic form vanishes, pi˚ωQq|U “ 0 and
if at each of its points x it is of dimension n “ dimxQ.
Let us finally note the
Lemma A.0.6. Let f : X Ñ Y be an immersion of smooth k-schemes and let ZY
i
ãÑ T ˚Y and
ZX
j
ãÑ T ˚X be reduced subschemes. Suppose that pfq
´1
pi ZY “ pfq
´1
d ZX and that pfq
´1
pi ZY
pfqpi
ÝÝÑ
ZY is surjective. Then ωY vanishes on a dense open subset of ZY if and only if ωX vanishes
on a dense open subset of ZX .
Proof. Note that by Lemma A.0.2, pfqd|ZX is smooth and surjective and pfqpi|ZY is an immer-
sion. Since by hypothesis pfqpi|ZY is surjective, it is a nilimmersion. Hence, ZY being reduced,
an isomorphism. Moreover by [19, Proposition 17.2.3 (ii)], [10, §7 no2 Proposition 4] and
flatness of smooth morphisms, the pullback of forms pfq˚d : Ω
2
ZX ,z
Ñ Ω2
pfq´1
d
ZX ,z˜
is injective
for all z “ pfqdpz˜q. Since pfq
˚
piωY “ pfq
˚
dωX as pfq
˚
piθY “ pfq
˚
dθX , and ppfqd|ZX q ˝ ppfqpi|ZY q
´1
as well as ppfqpi|ZY q ˝ ppfqd|ZX q
´1 preserve open dense subsets, the lemma follows. 
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